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Bred free range, Otway Pork pigs are raised in a 

stress-free and natural environment, which results 

in superior quality, lean, tender and juicy pork. 

We don’t crate or cage our pigs, we don’t dock 

their tails and we don’t use nose rings. They are 

fed a nutritious, natural grain-based diet free from 

added growth hormones and antibiotics.  

So if you think your customers would approve of 

a better tasting, ethically farmed product on their 

fork, make sure it’s Otway Pork. 

OUR ETHICAL FARMING PRACTICES 

WILL GET YOUR CUSTOMERS’ APPROVAL

ARMORY OTW0002_FSR

www.otwaypork.com.au
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Longtime REP readers will notice
some changes with this issue. In
addition to our regular cover story,
we’re now featuring more pages of
articles – starting with this issue’s
special report on food allergies and
intolerances. This story will give you a
com pre hen sive over view of the topic,
and for more information, just visit
our website at foodservicegateway.
com.au to watch a report on the
same subject, as part of our regular
Hello Foodservice current affairs
video program.

Our regular features such as George
Hill’s Black Hat column and Aussies
Abroad are still included – with the
latter in a new expanded format. It’s
all part of the new look Foodservice
REP, changing with the times to serve
foodservice professionals better!
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At McCormick we recognise the passionate, adventurous nature of chefs. We understand 
that in the ongoing effort to set your food apart from your competitors, you’re always keen 
to experiment with new fl avours and new ideas.

That’s why for the fi rst time, we have developed fi ve unique fl avour blends based on results 
from the McCormick annual Flavour Forecast.

These fabulous blends are available now from your local foodservice distributor and 
represent the pinnacle of fl avour innovation. So use the McCormick Flavour Forecast range 
in your recipes today and bring your business to the forefront of fl avour trends.

Be fi rst to use the Flavour Forecast blends in your menu! 
For more information visit www.fl avorforecast.com or phone McCormick for Chefs customer service on 1800 100 750.

www.mccormick.com.au/foodservice

together
with

  We’ve captured this year’s 
 fl avour trends from around the world.

( It’s up to you to release them! ) 



“Always get out and have a go, push

yourself out of your comfort zone. There

is a big wide world of opportunity out

there - whether you’re cooking in your

local pub around the corner, or in one

of the top fine dining restaurants, you

can learn something off everyone in that

establishment. Whether it’s the chef or the

kitchenhand or even a guest – you can take a

little bit of information from everybody, and

turn it into your own way of thinking, and

make something out of that.”

This is the philosophy that has taken Jake

Nicolson from his “very green” apprentice

days to prestigious Australian and UK restau -

rants. Having notched up several years as

head chef of Melbourne’s Circa the Prince,

It was part of the Small Luxury Hotels of the

World group and had two Michelin stars. 

“That was a big eye-opener,” he acknowl-

edges. “The kitchen was the second-best-

equipped kitchen in Europe – with seven

walk-in coolrooms, a walk-in freezer, a desig -

nated chocolate room where the tempera-

ture was a constant 14 degrees – it was

absolutely amazing.”

Another five years at the Lake House fol-

lowed – but Jake says “I just felt I was in a

bit of a comfort zone and needed to do

something to kickstart my career again. Alla

was my culinary mother but I had to fly the

nest again, so when the Ledbury opened at

Notting Hill in London, I went there and

cooked their meat section after they’d earned

their first michelin star.”

and Andrew McConnell – I think I was quite

an underdog!”

Having transformed Circa’s menu from

modern Australian to Pacific Rim Asian 

cuisine, Jake is now moving on to start up a

new venture. Next year he will be working

for Gannam Group which is expanding its

hospitality businesses throughout Brisbane

and Melbourne.

“I will be building a restaurant on Eagle St

pier in Brisbane called the Blackbird. The

Gannams have taken over the building lease-

It was at the Vineyard that Jake really got 

to hone his skills. “You had to have your

chives and shallots absolutely perfect,” he

remembers. “We prepared lobster terrine,

guinea fowl, Argentine prune terrine, all

these exotic dishes. I spent the next year

there and then I got out the michelin guide

and started turning up at the back door of

kitchens! I arrived at the Square in Mayfair

which is where I met my now good friend

Brett Graham.”

Jake spent the next 14 months at The Square

under Philip Howard, before returning to

Australia for a brief spell, going back to the

Lake House as sous chef. During this period

he won a scholarship to work at El Bulli in

Spain, then the number one in the world.

was at a local restaurant called Amaranz,

which was simple food – $5 lunches,

pastas and all the salad plates and so

on. I was very green back then – I

didn’t really realise the range of food

out there – but I had a lot of people who

supported me along the way, which made

a big difference to my career.”

At the Lake House in Daylesford, country

Victoria, Jake worked under Alla Wolf-

Tasker – “she took me under her wing for

the remainder of my apprenticeship, and 

encouraged me to travel overseas to broaden

my horizons. So I went to England and set up

with my best friend Lee – he was a pastry chef

and I was a regular chef – we went to work

at the Vineyard at Stockross in Berkshire. 

In 2007 Jake left the Ledbury to take up the

position of sous chef at Circa the Prince in St

Kilda, under head chef Andrew McConnell.

“There was a big list of names in the kitchen

there – I was about sixth chef down and that

year I won the 2008 Electrolux Young Chef

of the Year and went on to represent Aus-

tralia in the Venice Cooking World Cup.”

Jake placed third in the world.

In 2010 Jake took over as head chef of Circa.

“We gained half a point that year and 

retained our two hats in the Age Good Food

Guide. We were ranked number 22 in Aus-

tralia in Gourmet Traveller and I was nomi-

nated for overall chef of the year that year 

as well. Which was quite humbling because

I was up against people like Dan Hunter 

hold from Queensland Rugby Club and I’ll

be taking on 20 chefs to run the restaurant.

It seemed a perfect fit – an opportunity to

put all my past years of experience into play.

“I’m designing the kitchen exactly how I

want it. I’ve got a three metre barbecue going

in with a big seafood display, a driage meat

and charcuterie room – it will have top sea -

food, amazing meat and produce. I want it

to be a really iconic restaurant.”

The plan is for the Blackbird to open late

November and as Jake says, “we’re working

furiously to get it all done. The final plans

have come through for the restaurant and

kitchen – the demolition starts this week. I

still need to source all the plates, cutlery, that

sort of thing, hire all my chefs – it’s quite a

Jake Nicolson’s
philosophy has

taken him around
the world and
back home for
new challenges
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WORLD OF 
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Jake is about to take on the challenge of

starting a new restaurant in Brisbane from

the ground up.

But let’s go back to the beginning. Jake did

his apprenticeship in his hometown of 

Warrnambool, Victoria: “For the first year I
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the  sor t  o f

people I want

to be working

alongside. I will

be working hope-

fully across three states

– in Brisbane, Melbourne

and Sydney – and I’m going to

need a good team of chefs. That’s why it’s

important we support young chefs – if we want

to keep the industry moving forward, we have

to give a little bit back to where we began.”

In keeping with this philosophy, Jake is also

busily involved in mentoring young chefs

through Fonterra Foodservice’s Proud to Be

a Chef program, which offers 32 appren-

tices the opportunity to develop new skills

under the guidance of some of Australia’s

best chefs.

“I was actually a finalist in that program

back in, I think it was 1998. I was just a

young, very green apprentice and had been

encouraged to enter those types of programs

from a young age, even though I was really

quite shy. I thought it was just a fantastic

way to meet other industry professionals – I

didn’t win that year but certainly met some

great people and had some terrific network-

ing opportunities.

“I was so nervous early in the piece that I

could barely talk in the interview! It seems

big restaurant,

we can fit 400

in the bar, seat

about 150. We’ll

have Brisbane’s first

rooftop bar, first open

bottle spirit service. There’ll

be a major focus on top produce

and wine as well, which has always played a

big emphasis here at Circa.

“As a chef I’m not turning up to Brisbane

saying ‘look at me, I’m the best in town’ –

I’m just happy to be at a place where the food

and wine and ambience is great – diners can

look past the big seafood display to the Story

Bridge on the water, it’ll be really something.”

Obviously running the Blackbird will require

Jake to relocate from Melbourne to Brisbane.

“The Gannams have another three businesses

up there, which essentially I’ll be overseeing

within the group as their group executive

chef. The initial plan is to open Blackbird 

in Brisbane – then I’ll start looking at the

wine bars and the other restaurants. These

have specialised Lebanese chefs so my focus

will be to ensure we’re keeping up with cur-

rent trends. 

“This is really the start of something I’m

very passionate about. I’ve been waiting for

this opportunity for a long time – the Gannam

family live and breathe hospitality and that’s

like you’ll never overcome that fear, but the

more you get involved, the easier it gets. The

people you meet help you broaden your

horizons – it really is an awesome opportu-

nity for young chefs and industry profes-

sionals to branch out a little bit.”

Jake’s involvement will see him mentoring

the young chefs that enter the program –

“we’ll be doing a masterclass – myself with

Matthew McCartney and Darren Curtis –

just to encourage everyone along to have a

bit of fun and meet people.

“We have a couple of big dinners on, 

including a gala event at Circa, and I’ll 

be returning as guest chef at that time, to

meet the partici pants and give them some

encouragement – tell them about our history

and background.

“I was very lucky to have the support I did

from a young age – I certainly wouldn’t have

known there were such opportunities to ex-

perience, like worldwide travel, as a young

apprentice. But because I was surrounded

by people like Alla and the chefs I worked

for, those opportunities really became appa -

rent. So my goal during the program is to

encourage those young guys and girls and let

them know that cooking as a career can be

very rewarding – they should set their goals

high and have a good crack at this industry

that has such a lot to offer.” v

Jake is also busily
involved in mentoring
young chefs through

Fonterra’s Proud to Be
a Chef Program which
offers 32 apprentices

the opportunity to
develop new skills
under guidance

Perfect Italiano combines old world recipes and 
excellence in cheese-making to create authentic 
Parmesan that’s true to tradition.
Aged to perfection for at least 18 months, and 
with a crumbly texture and distinctive bold 
fl avour, Perfect Italiano Parmesan adds zest 

and character to pasta, pizza, soups and salads.
Available in a traditional block, shaved, shredded 
or grated, Perfect Italiano is the Parmesan 
you can rely on for the consistent quality and 
superior taste that every busy foodservice 
kitchen demands.

Made Perfect, the Italian way.
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With only three months to go until Christ-

mas, the smart foodservice professionals are

already thinking ahead to the festive events,

seasonal celebrations and end-of-year busi-

ness functions that are part and parcel of the

holiday period.

And of course, turkey is always a mainstay

of the Christmas menu – as much a part of

the seasonal celebrations as holly, mistletoe

and Christmas trees. 

With demand for turkey products always

high as the festive season approaches, the

smart thing to do is get your orders in early.

That way you can stock up and be sure of not

missing out on any of the extensive selection

of turkey products available from Australia’s

premier poultry supplier.

The Inghams range has all your turkey require -

ments covered – everything from raw whole

birds to a variety of value-added products

that are easy to prepare and serve. You can

add your own personal touch to a raw Ing-

hams turkey with the marinade of your

choice, then cook as desired – or take advan-

tage of one of the pre-cooked turkey products

which come oven roasted or smoked.

Inghams offers top quality, whole turkeys in

various sizes, plain or flavour basted. The

extremely popular Inghams raw Turkey Buffé

– a whole turkey breast with legs and wing

joint removed, specially marinated to lock in

flavour – is available fresh or frozen, whole

or deboned. Turkey Buffé also comes in two

fully cooked, ready to serve varieties –

choose from Oven Roasted or Smoked.

Inghams raw Turkey Breast Roasts, made

from premium marinated turkey breast meat,

are available in ready to roast 1kg or 2kg

weights. Other popular raw products include

the 3kg premium ready to roast Inghams

Carvery Roast, which comes pre-marinated

so all the flavour and moisture is locked into

Stock up now to offer your
customers the best in
turkey this Christmas!

The Professionals Choice

FOODSERVICE

 MORE  INFO
click P RODUCTS

foodservicegateway.com.au

FSR Advertorial

its sealed bag, enabling it to cook in its own

juices. This process ensures it retains mois-

ture and tenderness even when left standing

after being cooked.

A similar ready to roast product is Inghams

Turkey Thigh Roast, made from turkey thigh

meat and available in 1kg and 2kg weights.

For added convenience and ease of prepara-

tion, Inghams has a comprehensive range of

pre-cooked, value-added turkey products

such as Turkey Breast, available in a range of

weights and in varieties including Premium

Smoked, Natural Redgum Smoked and Oven

Roasted with Sweet Herb and Mustard.

The famous Inghams Oven Roasted Turkey

Breast Supreme comes in weights ranging

from 1.8-2.2kg, or for a smaller serve choose

Oven Roasted Half Breast. There’s also a

Double Breast available in both Premium

Roast and Naturally Redgum Smoked vari-

eties – and for a lower fat option, you can

serve Inghams Healthy Select Turkey Breast

(available in weights ranging from 1.7-2kg).

So be sure to stock up now for the festive

season – and serve your customers the terrific

taste of 100 per cent Australian turkey,

courtesy of Australia’s premier poultry pro -

ducts people! v

Find and access the best of Nestlé Professional 
quickly and easily.

Showcasing our latest promotions, product information, 

recipes and more, our new app is another great example 

of how we’re making more possible for our customers. 

Download today 
from the App Store>> 

nestleprofessional.com.au/productcatalogue

NES0050-0913-FSR

Introducing the new 
Nestlé Professional app.
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Food allergies and intolerances are on the

increase, and this disturbing trend is changing

the face of the foodservice market.

Turn the clock back a decade and most food -

service professionals would not have con -

sidered the need to cater to customers with

lactose or gluten intolerance. Still fewer

would have been able to tell you what an

anaphylactic shock was or how this poten-

tially life-threatening condition could be

triggered by allergens in food.

But over the last 10 years, public awareness

of these issues has grown, due not only to

wide spread education programs, but also to

the fact that medically diagnosed conditions

of this nature are becoming more and more

commonplace.

This has a potentially big impact on the food-

service menu. With food businesses serv ing

prepared meals under a legal obligation to be

able to inform customers of the ingredients

in their food, the fact that those customers

are increasingly having to avoid trigger foods

means foodservice professionals must be

better educated and more diligent than ever. 

Quite apart from the legal ramifications, no

responsible foodservice worker wants to serve

up food that provokes an unpleasant reaction

due to food intolerance or worse, a potential

medical emergency such as anaphylaxis.

In addition to this concern, there’s also an

important business consideration you should

be aware of: if you’re not catering to those

people with particular dietary restrictions,

you could be missing out on a lot of poten-

tial customers.

This topic was deemed so important by the

producers of Hello Foodservice (the same

team which brings you Foodservice Rep

magazine) that we decided to devote a special

edition of our internet-based foodservice

current affairs program to a thorough cover-

age of the issue.

We also decided it warranted space as a spe-

cial report in our pages here. And because

the first step in solving a problem is always

to get a thorough understanding of it, we 

begin by looking at what is food intolerance,

what is food allergy, and the differences 

between them.

ALLERGIES AND
ANAPHYLAXIS

Anaphylaxis is the most severe form of aller-

gic reaction, a potentially life-threatening

condition which needs to be treated as a

medical emergency. 

“It’s a generalised allergic reaction that of-

ten involves more than one body system –

for example skin, respiratory, gastro-intesti-

nal and cardiovascular,” explains Geraldine

Batty of Allergies & Anaphylaxis Australia. 

continues on page 14

FSR Special Report

FOOD ALLERGIES AND
INTOLERANCES ON THE RISE –
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

Presented in conjunction with HELLO FOODSERVICE internet current affairs program
Watch it now @ www.foodservicegateway.com.au – click on Videos tab

Kikkoman Gluten Free Soy Sauce is naturally brewed using only high-quality 
ingredients. No artifi cial fl avours, colours or preservatives are used, resulting in a 
savoury taste, which enhances the fl avour of food without being overpowering.

Approved by the Coeliac Society, Kikkoman Gluten Free Soy Sauce is made with 
rice not wheat, allowing you to meet the dietary needs of customers such as coeliacs 
and those with wheat allergies without compromising on fl avour or application. 

So if you offer gluten free meals on your menu, remember to just add Kikkoman.

www.kikkoman.com.au/foodservice

Kikkoman’s Spicy Vietnemese Chicken Salad

All the naturally brewed 
flavour without the gluten.



The Cerebos Foodservice range covers everything from Gravox

gravies and boosters, to Tandaco seasonings and coatings, Fountain

sauces, Asian Home Gourmet spice pastes, Saxa salt, Natvia and

Sweet N Low sweeteners, plus even more.

The latest additions to the range exemplify Cerebos’ longstanding

commitment to innovation.

Fountain smartSQUEEZE is a great example of packaging designed

to better meet the needs of the foodservice market and its customers.

Each new Fountain smartSQUEEZE portion control sauce sachet can

As the smart foodservice professionals
are well aware, the secret of ensuring
consistency of taste and presentation is
to use top quality, reliable products from
brands you know and trust.
If those products are versatile enough to use across a wide range of

dishes, so much the better.

You’ll find plenty of products of this calibre – backed up by long-estab-

lished, trusted brands – in the extensive range from Cerebos Foodservice.

In fact Cerebos Foodservice is the proud custodian for some of Aus-

tralia’s best-known brands which have built a strong reputation for

quality and reliability over many years. Some, like Gravox and Saxa,

have been around for almost a hundred years – and in the case of

Fountain, more than a century! 

FOR CONSISTENTLY
APPEALING MEALS,
CHOOSE SUPERIOR
QUALITY PRODUCTS

extender or binder, or even a casserole topping or thickener! All these

Tandaco products are free of added MSG, artificial colours and flavours,

and come in easily identifiable bright yellow pails with easy-peel labelling

and an easy-to-open lid, making them ideal for re-use after cleaning.

Newly improved Foster Clark’s UHT Vanilla Custard is another pre-

mium quality, time-saving product range designed to reduce labour

and preparation hassles.

The quick and convenient alternative to preparing custard from

scratch without compromising on quality, Foster Clark’s UHT Vanilla

Custard offers a thicker, creamier custard with improved vanilla

flavour and more natural appearance (a light cream colour rather

than bright yellow).

This gluten free product is ideal for hospitals and aged care, late-night

room service, and any other establishments requiring quality custard.

The updated UHT packaging features an easy-to-open screw cap to

aid pouring and improve hygiene, while the new improved formula-

tion ensures the custard won’t break down when heated. v

FREE OFFER: To claim a FREE carton of Foun-

tain smartSQUEEZE or a FREE  sample pack of

all four Tandaco mixes, call 1300 365 865 today.

For more information and full terms and condi-

tions, log on to www.foodservicegateway.com.au

and click PRODUCTS.

be opened with a simple snap then squeeze – no fuss, and no mess for

your customers. 

They’ve been designed to open easily without any strain on the fin-

gers, making them the perfect choice for hospitals and the aged care

market – but of course any foodservice operation utilising portion

control sauce sachets will benefit from this packaging innovation.

Fountain’s two most popular sauce varieties Tomato and Barbecue

are now available in new 14g smartSQUEEZE sachets. Both feature

rich, full-bodied flavour which will lend a distinctive taste to any

meal, and are gluten free so you can offer them with confidence to

those customers who follow a gluten free diet. 

Each smartSQUEEZE sachet also includes a scannable barcode to make

stock control easier, and each shipper comes with a countertop dispenser

unit that holds 40 sachets and is sure to attract customer attention.

Tandaco Coating Mixes are another terrific example of product inno-

vation. These quality coatings are the quick and easy way to ensure

your coated meats present and taste the same each and every time. All

it takes is one simple application at an economical cost per serve –

there are no messy crumbs and no need to use eggs. Available in

Southern Fried Chicken, Fish, and Salt & Pepper (all in 3kg packs),

these quality coatings will enhance the flavours of your cuisine. 

Complementing the range is Tandaco Stuffing Mix, ideal for stuffing

poultry, pork, lamb, seafood and vegetables, and also suitable and an

Foodservice REP 1312 Foodservice REP
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“A severe allergic reaction can occur within

20 minutes of exposure to the trigger, what-

ever that may be, and can rapidly become

life-threatening.”

As well as food, common triggers include in-

sect stings and medication. There are nine

foods which cause 90 per cent of allergic food

reactions – peanuts, tree nuts, eggs, milk, fish,

shellfish, soy, sesame and wheat. The remain-

ing ten per cent are caused by other foods in-

cluding banana, kiwi fruit and mushroom.

“When you look at the spectrum of allergic

reactions, anaphylaxis is the most severe

form,” Geraldine explains. “Milder allergic

symptoms can be an itchy swelling on the

mouth, sneezing and runny nose and eyes.

But when a reaction progresses to breathing

difficulty or involves the cardiovascular sys-

tem, then there’s a real danger.”

For foodservice professionals, effective pro-

cedures to prevent cross-contamination in

back of house are a must to minimise the

risk of people suffering from these allergies

being exposed to trigger foods. 

While in most cases your customers will be

well aware of what foods they have to avoid,

they are nevertheless relying on you, as a pro-

fessional, to ensure the food has been prepared

in such a way that all possible precautions

have been taken to prevent cross-contamina-

tion of their meal with a ‘trigger’ ingredient.

Colour-coded chopping boards and wipes,

separate food preparation areas and equip-

ment that’s designated for use with only 

certain ingredients are all part of a risk mini -

mi sation plan that all responsible foodservice

businesses should have in place.

FOOD
INTOLERANCES

Generally speaking, food intolerances are

unlike food allergies in that intolerances don’t

involve a reaction from the immune system. 

But this broad definition can be misleading.

For example, coeliac disease is a medically

diagnosed lifelong intolerance to gluten, 

a protein found in wheat, rye, barley and

oats as well as ingredients derived from

those grains.

Coeliac disease is an autoimmune dis-

order, which means the immune system IS

involved – however it’s a different kind of

immune system response than is the case

with food allergies.

“Coeliac disease will make you very sick, but

it won’t kill you,” explains Penny Dellsperger,

a dietitian who works for the Coeliac Society

of NSW. “What it will do is give you very

unpleasant symptoms similar to those of

food poisoning.”

Coeliac disease is disturbingly common,

which helps explain why gluten free meals are

becoming more and more popular in food-

service establishments.

It’s estimated to affect approximately 1 in 100

Australians and the only effective treatment

is to avoid gluten for life. 

Until recently, foodservice professionals 

trying to cater for the dietary needs of 

people with coeliac disease were hindered by

the lack of affordable, gluten free alterna-

tives to pre-crumbed poultry and seafood,

and even products like gravy mixes, sauces

continues on page 16

continued from page 10

• Allergies & Anaphylaxis Australia 
President Maria Said speaks out 
about the issues on Hello Foodservice

FSR Special Report continued

Create your sweet signature

Get in touch with us today 
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collection of quick and easy 

recipes that  taste  amazing.
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and spice pastes where wheat flour is often a

key ingredient.

But nowadays, thanks to market-leading

companies like Inghams, Nestlé Profes -

sional, Cerebos Foodservice and others,

gluten free alternatives to standard products

are increasingly easy to obtain. These are

typically cost-effective and thanks to modern

advances in processing technology have

been achieved with no compromise on taste

or presentation.

BIG BENEFITS FROM
GOING GLUTEN FREE
Peter Harris (pictured above), Head Chef 

at the Eltham Hotel in Victoria, is a great

exam ple of a chef who knows firsthand the

importance of catering to those customers

with food intolerances or allergies.

That’s because Peter himself has coeliac dis-

ease. He set himself what many chefs would

consider a big challenge – offering his cus-

tomers as many gluten-free choices on the

menu as possible.

“As someone with coeliac disease myself,

every time I went to eat out I was very aware

how hard it was to find something on the

menu I could eat,” Peter explains.

But changing the formulations of his meals

to exclude gluten was only the first step. Peter

also had to ensure his kitchen was free of

cross-contamination risks. 

“You need to make sure your cutting boards

and knives are clean and free of any gluten

residue,” he points out. “If you make gluten

free pizzas you need to use a separate pizza

cutter for those than you would for the 

standard pizza. If you’re cooking a gluten

free schnitzel you need to clean the grill

thoroughly first or better yet use a separate

griller – you can’t just cook it alongside a

standard schnitzel.”

Peter says that when catering for customers

with dietary intolerances or allergies, the se-

cret is to ensure the texture, mouthfeel and

flavour of your meals is just as good as the

regular versions. 

“It’s amazing how many people choose the

gluten free options. Not many places these

days can say they are busy Monday through

Sunday but our patronage has certainly 

shot up since we introduced these items to

the menu.”

• See Peter interviewed about his 
approach to catering for dietary 
intolerances on Hello Foodservice.

LEARN MORE ON
HELLO FOODSERVICE

You can learn more about food allergies and

intolerances, and the points raised in this arti-

cle, by watching our special Hello Foodservice

report on www.foodservicegateway.com.au.

In it we talk to Dr Robert Loblay, Clinical

Immunologist at the Royal Prince Alfred

Hospital’s allergy unit in Sydney, who gives 

a scientific explanation of what causes an 

allergic response in the body.

Also interviewed are Cerebos Australia’s Reg-

ulatory Affairs Technologist, Emma Corless,

who describes the work behind developing

new products suitable for consumers with

food intolerances and the way in which

product labelling is changing to make it easier

to identify trigger ingredients.

Nestlé Group Nutrition Manager Susan

Kevork explains how Nestlé Professional

can assist foodservice businesses through

edu cation and advice on food allergens.

We also hear from NSW Minister for Primary

Industries and Minister for Small Business,

The Hon Katerina Hodgkinson MP, who ex-

plains how government is managing the issue.

And naturally we interview foodservice pro-

fessionals including Peter Harris at the Eltham

Hotel, and John Savage, Executive Chef at

the Sofitel Melbourne, who talks about the

growing need to cater for dietary require-

ments and looks back on how awareness

has changed over time. v

You can watch the episode in full at
www.foodservicegateway.com.au –
just click on the Videos tab and scroll
down to Hello Foodservice.

continued from page 14

It’s true, Australians just love Nutella.

Made with premium ingredients, Nutella’s 

unique taste has made it the number one 

hazelnut spread in the country.*

And now it’s available to pizza professionals 

in the form of the iconic shaped, 5kg tub.

With high viscosity and ease of spreading, 

Nutella is ideal for making dessert pizza. 

You can spread it liberally on its own, add 

strawberries, bananas and chopped nuts, or 

let your imagination run wild to create your 

own range of sensational dessert pizza. 

 

So spread the love and add Nutella pizza to 

your menu, you’ll be surprised at how easy it 

is to deliver mouth-watering dishes that your 

customers will keep coming back for! 

nge of sensational dessert pizza. own ran

Also available in 
20g Portion Control 

Packs. 

Armory FA1

Australians love it. 
Shouldn’t you be 

serving it?

For more information please contact Ferrero Customer Service on 02 9409 8807 
*Source: Nielsen Grocery Scantrack value sales and value share %. MAT 25/12/2011
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• See Coeliac Australia Executive
Officer David Sullivan (above) 
interviewed on Hello Foodservice



How many times have
we seen someone call
themselves a chef, attend
an interview for a chef
position, appear on tele-
vision or in an editorial
as a chef, or even see
teaching institutes mis-
leadingly advertise they
teach “chefs” – so what
then is a chef? 

We know the community
broadly perceives any
professional cook to be

a chef – in most technical circles, the person who manages a
commercial kitchen is called the chef. We also unfortunately
find that different cultures, English dictionaries, and curriculum
documents considerably disagree what the role really embodies. 

Some time ago I attempted to identify a role model. I called my
philosophical statement “SAKE”, simply because I believe that there
are four distinct elements that encompass what a chef should
symbolise. They are Skills, Attitude, Knowledge and Experience
and unless a person can truthfully demonstrate they have all four
elements they are not in reality a genuine professional chef. 

In a simplistic abstract model, a chef can be portrayed in by the
stages of their development:

• A trainee or an apprentice is learning to use their hands to
become a qualified cook. 

• A qualified cook has learnt to use their hands and now learning
to use their brain in order to progress to a sous chef. 

• A sous chef has learnt to use their hands and brain and is
learning to use other hands to advance to a chef de cuisine.

• A chef de cuisine has learnt to use their hands; their brain,
other hands and is learning to use other brains to mature as
an executive chef.

• An executive chef is simply a cook who has learnt to use
their hands and brains and other hands and brains. 

However, SAKE attempts to define a “chef” in greater detail.
Here is my SAKE model, measure yourself to discover if you are
a professional chef in this model role. 

The SAKE Philosophy by George Hill 

The title cook and chef is basically one and the same; they both
commercially prepare food. Technically to be titled a chef must
be in charge of a kitchen or a part of a large kitchen. Both
cooks and chefs work in the trade of cookery; therefore both
are fundamentally cooks. All genuine chefs are foremost cooks.
Not all cooks are chefs. This is determined by their position and
responsibility or may be a bestowed title by one’s colleagues
as a mark of respect and an accolade in conversation. 

There are four components: Skills - Attitude - Knowledge -
Experience this is called the “SAKE” philosophy.

THE BLACK HAT
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The layout of Kurobuta is designed to create a relaxed, social atmos-

phere with a combination of high and low level communal tables, 

individual tables and booths.

This new venture is a departure from Scott’s usual repertoire of high

end restaurants. He says it’s the most exciting opening he’s ever

worked on. “Kurobuta is more stripped back, more rock ‘n’ roll, and

totally approachable,” says Scott. “I can rough it up around the

edges. We’ll be playing cool music and taking a less stiff approach to

service staff.”

The restaurant is set to launch in Connaught Village near Marble

Arch, an affluent area of London. Diners will be invited to make

themselves at home whether they’re after a couple of drinks, a quick

bite to eat or a full meal. 

In the morning Scott plans to serve the best coffee in town along with

Japanese-accented pastries, such as a lemon tart made using yuzu, an

East Asian citrus fruit commonly used in Japanese cuisine. 

Scott has already started pitching to expand Kurobuta to another site

in Shoreditch Village, London. Beyond that, he has his sights set on

further expansion to New York, the Middle East and Scandinavia. “I

love what I do so it makes for a good ride,” says Scott. 

What would Scott’s advice be to young chefs with their eyes set on

greener pastures? “You’ve got to jump in the deep end,” he says. “Every -

one talks about going overseas but not everyone goes. It might seem

daunting but it will open your eyes to a much bigger world.”  v

richness of the butter and the sharpness of the sauce mingle perfectly

and make for a cracking combination,” says Scott. 

Scott moved back to Australia to open Nobu Melbourne but quickly

started missing London and returned after only a year. “Personally I

just love the scene, the vibrancy and the opportunity that London of-

fers. There are ingredients from the European market that you would

never see in Australia because it’s just too isolated.”

The weight of competition means everyone works harder, says Scott.

Suppliers are willing to go the extra mile and kitchen teams are fiercer.

“You’ll usually have some maniac at the head of the kitchen schooled by

Gordon Ramsay or Marco Pierre White.” London’s prestigious names

create environmental pressure that you have to live up to. “The hours

are long and the days are long. Most people only last a week.”

But once you prove yourself, business opportunities are greater than

in Australia, Scott says. Even during the recession the restaurant in-

dustry has kept growing, the banks have kept lending and venture

capitalists are all very keen to get money into the restaurant sector.

With the high and low end of the market flooded, Scott saw an open-

ing and made plans to nail the mid-market. Scott’s latest venture aims

to take the excitement and flair of a high end Japanese restaurant to

the masses in the form of Kurobuta, a contemporised version of the

traditional Japanese izakaya. 

An izakaya offers a relaxed, social setting similar to a pub or a local

water inghole where patrons linger over a drink with tapas-style food.

Story – Kate Allan ·  Location Photography – Rachel Yeomans

He’s an Aussie chef trained by a Frenchman, living in London and

specialising in Japanese cuisine. Scott Hallsworth might sound like a

riddle wrapped in a mystery served with a side of wasabi, but really

he’s just an Aussie expat lucky enough to be doing what he loves. 

Scott started out at the Lord Forest Hotel in Bunbury WA, where he

admits he was kicked around a bit by ex-Roux Brothers chef Alain

Doisneau. He went on to cook in Perth and Queensland before moving

abroad to Toronto in Canada, then to Zurmat in Switzerland. 

In 2001, Scott opened a Pan Asian restaurant in Chamonix, France,

serving dishes such as green curry with rabbit. “People were horrified

at first,” says Scott. “But the restaurant was packed from day one.”

After a year, Scott moved to London to try his hand in a big city and

was given a trial at the famous Japanese restaurant Nobu London.

He had to prove himself with a 400 plus service on his first night. But

the challenge was worth it when Scott successfully secured a job at

one of London’s most fashionable restaurants. He stayed at Nobu

London for six years, working his way up to Head Chef. 

During this time Scott fell in love with Japanese cuisine. An Australian

living in London and cooking Japanese food may sound somewhat

unorthodox, but as Scott points out, “English chefs cook French food –

what’s the difference? If you love something enough you’ll get stuck

into it no matter what.”

Scott’s cooking is heavily influenced by local ingredients that give his

Japanese fare a European twist. His dishes often incorporate foie

gras, local fish and European cooking techniques. A favourite dish of

Scott’s is pan fried dover sole with an acidic Japanese sauce. “The
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by Black Hat Chef George Hill

AUSSIE CHEF’S
JAPANESE 
CUISINE SPAWNS
LONDON SUCCESS

FSR Aussies Abroad Smoked lamb chops with smoky
nasu and spicy Korean misu

BBQ pork belly 
with green apple, 
gochujang and 
daikon-yuzu pickle

Chilled somen
noodles with shiitake
dipping broth, fresh
wasabi and tempura
crunchies 
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